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     From the President: KEVIN 

                    TREVARTHEN 

 

Well here we are at the end of a quite unusual year.  While things 

have largely returned to normal at the Shed, as it seems to have 

done in most other areas of life, we must remain vigilant.  As we 

reflect on the year I think we can be grateful that we’re living in 

one of the “success story” countries where effective leadership, 

evidence-based decision making and a sense community has 

taken precedence over blustering governance, crackpot 

theories and “individual rights” which have seen hundreds of 

thousands die.  Here endeth my soapbox sermon, except to say 

that that sense of community can be seen at the micro level in 

activities like the Men’s Shed movement.  Perhaps it is no 

coincidence that the Men’s Shed movement, which now has a 

significant international presence, originated here in Oz? 

There haven’t been many highlights of 2020, however the recent Open Day must stand out 

as the outstanding event.  It was a wonderful example of effective cooperation between the 

three site occupants, and the COVID circumstances placed a significant burden on the 

organisation (two enforced postponements being the least of the challenges).  It showcased 

the venue to the wider community, and we received overwhelmingly positive feedback from 

visitors.  It is clear that this will become an annual event; we’ve already held a post-event 

review and have identified a large number of improvements for the next event which will 

probably be in August or September 2021 (somewhat cooler weather!). 

So I’d like to thank those that helped set up and clean up, and on the day itself, a great effort 

to present the Shed to the community.  I would also like to acknowledge the input from 

members of the Blackall Range Horseless Carriage Club who did virtually all the heavy lifting 

across the communal areas of site on the day, as well as much of the impetus, leadership 

and management of the event, and especially Bloo Campbell, Graham Bailey and Ben 

Munnenke for their significant input. 

Of course one of the lowlights of the year was the loss of KEVIN HOWELL just eight days 

before the Open Day.  As a member of all three associations on the site, and the stimulus in 

bringing the three groups together after some years of less-than-ideal relationships, he 

would have been so proud to witness the success of the day.  We can imagine how much 

he would have enjoyed making lots of noise in the Blacksmiths Shop in front of a fascinated 

crowd.  Indeed, such was the respect for Kevin across all three associations we’ve decided 

that future events will be formally called the “Kevin Howell Open Day”.  Not only was Kevin 

an integral part of the site and will be much missed, he was simply a lovely person and a 

thorough gentleman, and that in itself is enough to be remembered for.  Vale Kevin Charles 

Howell. 
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Hopefully 2021 will really be a new year.  Things are looking guardedly optimistic with the 

erection of the Army Shed, with action happening on the Town Planning Application with the 

council, and I am confident that we’ll see it up by the end of 2021.  This will allow us to offer 

some alternative activities for our members, especially “clean” ones (eg leatherwork, 

cards/board games etc) and if you have any ideas or contacts keep them in mind.  I would 

like to see us return to some activities that have not been possible during the era of the 

plague, for example occasional guest speakers in areas of interest to members or day trips 

(perhaps to other Sheds, museums, etc).  Again, all ideas are welcome. 

If you are interested in organising one or more of these kinds of activities please put your 

hand up.  With volunteer organisations it’s mainly the usual suspects who do much of the 

legwork, and that’s fine as we generally find it rewarding, but some alternative organisers 

would be appreciated – it’s really not that hard. 

Finally, I would like to offer best wishes to all members and their families for the festive season 

and for the new year after something of an “annus horribilis”. 

 

From the Smithy: RUSSELL DAVIES 

 

We were sad to learn of Kevin Howell’s passing. Kevin was our mainstay, he will be a great 

loss, his enthusiasm was contagious and we will sadly miss his caring guidance. One of the 

last projects he worked on, sugar train BHP light rail (2'-6” Gauge) sections, cut into 60-80mm 

pieces for paper weights, this unique project is still progressing and will soon be ready for 

fund raising sales. Kevin’s favourite interest, of course, was the making of various types of 

colonial cow bells. He became an authority on the subject and even invented ‘The Maleny 

Bell.’   

Welcome to the group, Luca! Luca has completed some training in Smithing and it already 

shows. He and Ian volunteered to work on and temper an old garden fork requested by a 

member of the public. 

We were very pleased with the open day sales. Ian Pollard smithied coat hangers and metal 

scrolls for sale, plus six bells were purchased, then another the next Tuesday. Ken Scott has 

sold another 3 bells since. This will give Luca something to get his teeth (and tongs and 

hammer) into.  

Other current projects include an old log turner/roller, or cant hook, which required some 

smithing, cutting and grinding the old rusted metal parts, then reassembling, finishing. It is still 

ongoing. 
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FROM THE ENGINEERS – JOE 

THE 1972 CASTROL SIX HOUR RACE AND THE GIANT KILLING SUZUKI 

Words by Alan Moon, courtesy of the National Motorcycle Alliance website.  

In 1970, the Willoughby District Motorcycle Club held the first Castrol Six Hour Production Race 

at Amaroo Park. The rules were simple. There was a Le Mans start. There were three classes: 

250cc, 500cc and Unlimited. The bike had to be bog standard, except for handlebars, tyres 

and brake linings/pads, in the interests of safety. And all classes raced on the same track, at 

the same time. 

The bikes were stripped by scrutineers after the race to make sure that they were standard. 

 

Amaroo Park was a bastard of a track. It was nestled in the hills at Annangrove, just off the 

road from Parramatta to Windsor, NSW (it’s now part of an expensive housing estate). 

From the start, the track proceeded 

through a slight right, a slight left, up a 

hill, around a sweeper called Dunlop 

Loop (with no run-off areas), followed by 

a right hander, a sharp left (with no run-

off areas), a short straight into Stop 

Corner (rock wall in lieu of run-off area), 

followed by another short straight which 

led into the right hander back to the start 

(cement wall in lieu of run-off area). It 

was only 1.9km in length. It was tight. 

And it was dangerous. 

A young customs officer called Joe 

Eastmure had just started racing his BMW 

R60 a few years before. He upgraded to 

Many of you will know that member Joe Eastmure was one of Australia’s most respected 
motorcycle racers (especially on production bikes) in the 1970s.  During that period the 
Castrol Six Hour was the most prestigious motorcycle race in Australia.  Here’s the story 
of Joe’s remarkable solo ride in the 1972 event. 
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an R75, and then bought himself a Suzuki T250 two-stroke twin for 250 class production racing. 

In the inaugural race, he partnered another racer called Dave Burgess, and together they 

won the 250 class. 

In the 1971 race, he partnered with Dave Burgess again, this time in the 500cc class on a 

Suzuki T350. 

The T350 Suzuki was a T250 Suzuki with a bigger bore, and that was about the only difference. 

There wasn’t that much meat on the barrels, so the engine only displaced 315cc. If Suzuki 

had bothered to put a bigger drive chain on it, they may well have won the 500cc class in 

the 1971 Castrol 6 hour, but the cost accountants had their way and it came with a 525 chain. 

The Eastmure/Burgess Suzuki was leading after three hours, and then it snapped its chain just 

outside the pits. Joe sat and watched the mechanics fitting a new chain with one eye and 

the passing bikes with the other. When he finally got back on the bike, he was angry, and he 

rode like a man possessed. 

As he cooled down, he realised that he was making extremely good time, and passing a lot 

of bigger bikes. The Suzuki had ground clearance to spare, and Joe found he could keep his 

angry times up and ride very fast in a very calculated fashion. However, he’d lost nearly an 

hour, and he didn’t get a place. 

But, he loved the bike, and for the next Six Hour in 1972, the Suzuki importers gave him a 

brand new T350 Suzuki. His previous partner Dave Burgess had accepted a ride on the new 

Kawasaki H2 750 two-stroke triple with Mike Steele, and Joe Eastmure decided he would ride 

the whole six hours himself. 

Joe’s ride in the 1972 race was one of the most blistering rides in Australian production racing 

history. And also one of the most controversial. 

It started badly. Joe was running out of time to run the bike in. He had a lot of training to do. 

He did weights and running, and exercised with a hand squeezer. He lent the bike to a mate 

to put a few miles on it. His mate did, but forgot to fill the oil tank. And the bike seized. 

They stripped the top end (an easy job on the T350). They bored it to first oversize. No 

problems, the rules allowed it as long as it was a standard part. And the mechanic noticed 

that the barrels and ports were misaligned, so he chamfered the bottom of the pistons by 

1mm to bring the port timing back to standard. 

They put it back together, put a few miles on it to loosen it up, and Joe fronted for a six-hour 

solo ride. 

The T350 was geared pretty well perfectly for Amaroo, and Joe knew exactly how well he 

could take advantage of its enormous ground clearance. He could not take the bigger bikes 

on the straights, but on all but the slowest corners he hardly backed off the throttle at all. 

It took an hour for Joe to get into the groove, after which he was lapping at just over 62 

seconds. The outright lap record at Amaroo was just over 61. He did one lap at 61.4. 

And he kept doing it. I was 15-years-old at the time, and remember watching the race on 

television. The big bikes would accelerate and brake, and it seemed that Joe Eastmure did 

neither. 
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After about the first hour, he had a comfortable lead on the rest of the 500 class runners, 

mainly Yamaha RD350s and Kawasaki H1 500s, but the big bikes in the Unlimited class were 

still in front. 

There were two brand new 750s released that year having their Six Hour debut. The Kawasaki 

H2 was a three cylinder two-stroke with ordinary handling but a screaming banshee of an 

engine that made 74 horsepower. Its problem in the Six Hour was that it was very thirsty and 

needed five fuel stops. The T350 could probably make it on three. 

The Yamaha TX750 was a 750-twin four-stroke that was quite punchy, had good ground 

clearance, and made 63 horsepower. It was everything the Kawasaki H2 wasn’t. It was 

civilized. It had good fuel consumption. It even had counterbalance shafts in its engine to 

reduce vibration. Its problem was that its engine disintegrated after a couple of hours of 

racing. But it was a brand new model, and its riders were yet to find out about that. 

Two-and-a-half hours into the race, Joe Eastmure took the outright lead. 

He made it look easy. He would catch a big bike coming out of a corner, and slipstream it, 

getting towed to the next corner. There, the big bike would slow down, and Joe would make 

his passing move. He would hope to catch another big bike as he came out of the corner to 

repeat the “slipstream and slingshot” process. And he would hope that the riders in front of 

him stayed committed to their line, because there was no way Joe could have changed his. 

In this, he was lucky. 

The Suzuki T350 had its fuel tap permanently on reserve, of course. It would do an hour-and-

a-half on a tank at racing speeds. Joe took his last fuel stop at 2:30pm, and the race finished 

at four. He had to decide whether to pit for 

a quick splash to make sure he got home. 

At 3.50pm, Mike Steele, riding the 

Burgess/Steele Kawasaki 750, closed in on 

Joe and passed him. Joe stayed on the 

Kawasaki’s tail and passed him back, and 

the crowd was treated to a memorable 

dice at the end of a memorable ride. Steele 

regained the lead, then at 3.55pm went into 

Dunlop Loop too hard and dropped the 

Kawasaki. 

Joe took the chequered flag five minutes 

later: 500cc class and outright winner. He 

had done 234 laps in six hours. His fuel tank 

was drier than one of my special martinis. 

That night, while motorcyclists all over Australia were lifting glasses to a memorable ride, the 

scrutineers started stripping the bikes. And they didn’t like what they saw. Joe’s bike was 

missing its horn. And its pistons had been doctored. They figured that a missing horn meant 

that the bike was non-standard, and it would give a cooling advantage to a hot-running two 

stroke. And that standard pistons didn’t have a millimetre missing from the bottom. 

So, they disqualified him. 
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There was much controversy and argument. There were arguments about fairness. Some said 

that the decision was political, that the club wanted to market the race as a Superbike race 

and couldn’t have a little 315cc two-stroke winning it. It was said that the Burgess/Steele 

Kawasaki was passed despite having two head gaskets on each cylinder to stop it pinging. 

It was said that another place-getter was passed despite not having a horn on his bike. 

Joe copped it sweet. He entered the same bike in the 1973 Six Hour. The rules were more 

restrictive: you had to start the race with new footpegs, and the tyres had to be standard 

sizes, so his front tyre went from 3.5 inches to 3.00 inches. To make absolutely sure he was 

legal, Joe replaced the crank, barrels and pistons. And he made sure the horn was bolted 

on. 

He won the 500cc class. He did 234 laps. Just like last year. But the Unlimited class had 

changed. The Kawasaki 900 Z1, along with other “superbikes”, had arrived and nothing 

would ever be the same again.  But Joe made some amends for the 1972 disqualification by 

winning the 1977 Six Hour, this time teaming with Ken Blake on a 1000cc BMW R100S.  But 

that’s another story. 

 

 

FROM THE WOODIES: WARNE WILSON 

After the fragmented months of Covid the woodies are back! Leon Russonelio is shown 

slabbing a small log with the Woodfast saw. Leon is also spearheading a group restoring 60 

antique chairs with the experienced 

assistance of Ashley Williams, who is a 

dead shot with his spray gun – he’s got 

them covered!  

Warne is building the frame for a glass 

case to protect one of the 19th century 

steam engines kept in the care of the 

Engineering experts.  

Several old upholstered chairs are being 

brought back to life under the caring 

hands of Mike Foale, while Ric Townsend 

is a regular visitor creating a 1920’s 

machine gun in wood and metal to take 

along to a dance next year. We have offered to make wooden bullets for it!  

Leon’s camphor laurel cutting boards sold well on the very successful open day garage sale, 

together with dozens of surplus tools, slabs, and other bits and pieces we had accumulated. 

New members John Kent, Ross Hurford, and James Moyle steadily gain accreditation on 

machines to further their own progress toward their preferred projects.  

Altogether, a year with many challenges. Hopefully, 2021 will be easier; we hope to prepare 

for the Maleny Wood Expo in May.   
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  KEVIN HOWELL EULOGY 11 NOVEMBER 2020 
                                 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Good Morning, my name is Graham Bailey and I am President of the Blackall Range 

Horseless Carriage Club. 

The Car Club has clubrooms on the Pioneer Village site and shares the site with the Maleny 

Cultural and Historical Society and the Maleny and District Men’s Shed.  

I have been asked to speak on behalf of the Car Club and the Maleny and District Men’s 

Shed and Maleny Cultural and Historical Society.  

I have known Kevin since I joined the Maleny Lions Club back in 2008 and one of his many 

roles in the club was Safety officer. I think he took on that role after he saw, at one event we 

catered for, a finger nearly severed while cutting onions, hot oil splashed over a Lions legs 

from a chip deep fryer [we had to assure the Lions Club member that the hair will grow 

back] and me try and blow up a 20 litre drum of boiling oil from the same chip fryer. All in 

the space of a day. We needed help-big time. Kevin, as safety officer, provided us some 

sage advice on physics and suggested we be a bit more careful – which is the calm way 

that Kevin dealt with most issues.  

Kevin was passionate about the Pioneer Village site and the history displayed there. Kevin 

had been Secretary of the Maleny Cultural and Historical Society and for the past few years 

President. The site and collections have progressed under his leadership and he certainly 

knew how to work with a local volunteer to secure Grant funds to help. The Society was 

recently bequeathed $50,000 and in Kevin’s laconic style he said to me- “not much chance 

of getting a grant now.  

If I may paraphrase what the President of Lions Helen Johnstone wrote to her members; We 

will remember Kevin Howell for his generous heart, his wonderful service to our club, his love 

of repairing items for Erowol Aged care. Kevin was not a person who looked for glory in what 

he did serving others but served unobtrusively to support whoever needed help. 
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The President of the Maleny and District Mens Shed Kevin Trevarthen, writes; Kevin was an 

integral part of the group, he was popular and highly respected as a true gentleman and 

characterised the values of the Men's Shed movement. He loved the blacksmiths shop and 

even though he was quiet by nature, loved making a lot of noise around the forge. He was 

a mainstay of the smithies, instrumental in setting up the shop and leading a small band of 

artisans turning out artefacts like his favourite cow bells-He will be much missed by all 

members of the shed. 

I know Kevin was looking forward to this weekend’s Open Day at the Pioneer Village Site, 

and belting that anvil and making a racket for the spectators. Kevin was a key supporter of 

the day and attended every planning meeting we had over the past several months. There 

is a great photo in the most recent Hinterland Times of Kevin at the anvil.  

As for the Car Club. Kevin joined in 2014, his pride and joy was an MG he purchased from 

Des Donnan. Previously Kevin had owned a Fiat 2300 and a replica 3 wheeled Morgan.  

Kevin was very active in the Club, usually there every Wednesday and Sunday and on our 

regular club runs and breakfasts. Kevin was also a very regular visitor to the alternate Men’s 

Shed –Ben Munnekes workshop at Reesville. 

I can only echo the comments of the Lions Club and the Men’s Shed. He was a quiet 

achiever, extremely well liked, great to work with and someone who could be trusted to do 

the right and fair thing. To our club he was more than that however – he worked tirelessly to 

have the 3 groups that are located on the Pioneer Village site form a community that would 

benefit the whole site. He has achieved this and I know the wider Maleny community will 

benefit from his efforts.  

Kevin was inwardly very strong, he was receiving Chemotherapy each month and he would 

set his meetings up to be about 2 weeks after the treatment as that was when he felt the 

best – there was never a thought given to giving up or not pushing ahead with plans. 

To Rita and the family, thank you for sharing Kevin with us. 

To his friends here, see if you can come to the Open Day on Saturday – Kevin was so keen 

on it happening. Wander up to the blacksmiths shop and I am sure you will be able to 

picture him banging away and making a lot of noise. 

Kevin – rest in peace mate.  
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Supa Valu and Price Rite Hardware  
in Maple St 1987. 

FROM THE HISTORICAL & cultural SOCIETY – 

DESLEY MALONE 

HISTORY OF UNIVERSAL PROVIDERS, MALENY’S IGA STORE FROM 1905  

 

 

 

The Maleny Super IGA store in the past century has continually been Maleny’s main grocery 

store and has only had 6 owners.   

The original store was established in Maple Street in1905 by John Tytherleigh who came to 

Australia in 1867 aged 19 years.  He had 30 shillings in his pocket and worked for an aunt and 

uncle in Brisbane for a while.  He came to Landsborough and worked for a time for D McNab.   

In 1894 he started his own business after a dispute with the McNabs.  He rode a horse “Ginger” 

to Brisbane and collected orders and returned with supplies.  He then employed travelling 

salesmen to collect and deliver orders to Woombye, Maleny, Beerwah and Caloundra 

Districts.  This led to the establishment of shops in these areas. John later went on to become 

Landsborough Shire Council’s first Chairman.  

The Maleny store was established 1905 and was managed by John’s brother Alf and later by 

John Waters.  There were no good roads to Maleny and the supplies were carried on pack 

horses and bullock wagons. During the dairy industry era, farmers ordered their supplies 

through the cream truck who were the life line of the town.  The drivers delivered cream, 

picked up orders from the various suppliers (bread, meat, groceries, mail, drapery, hardware 

etc) and also the cream trucks were the school buses.   

After Alf returned from WW11, he found it difficult to carry on where he left off and he left and 

established a joint grocery business, Tytherleigh & Freeman.  After the death of Percy 

Tytherleigh’ Pty Ltd Maleny Store, 1908.  
John Tytherleigh in white shirt. 

Grigor’s bullock wagons bringing supplies 

from Landsborough. Crossing the Obi  
© 1910 

International Bus 1922 in Maple St.  

Tytherleigh’s on left. 
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Freeman, John bought out his opposition and re-established Alf in the Tytherleigh Store during 

the 1950s.  The store was eventually bought out Alf’s opposition, G Eustace, in the early 60’s. 

Later the store was bought by W Ross when it was 4 Square, then Struben & Cook in the 70’s 

when the store became a Supa-Valu Food market, Frews in the 80’s and Outridges from the 

early 90’s. Rob Outridge reintroduced the Universal Providers trademark for Maleny Super 

IGA.  

 
 

 

 

 

STUDENT WHO OBTAINED 0% FOR AN EXAM: 

Q1 .... In which battle did Napoleon die?  * His last Battle. 

Q2 .... Where was the Declaration of Independence signed? * at the bottom of the page 

Q3 .... River Ravi flows in which state?  * Liquid. 

Q4 .... What is the main reason for divorce?  * Marriage. 

Q5 .... What is the main reason for failure?  * Exams. 

Q6 .... What can you never eat for breakfast?  * Lunch & Dinner. 

Q7 .... What looks like half an apple?  * The other half. 

Q8 .... If you throw a red stone into the blue sea what will it become?  * Wet 

Q9 .... How can a man go eight days without sleeping?  * He sleeps at night. 

Q10. . How can you lift an elephant with one hand?  * You’ll never find an elephant that has  

           one hand.   

Q11 .. If you had three apples and four oranges in one hand and four apples and three 

           oranges in other hand, what would you have?  * Very Large Hands. 

Q12 .. If it took eight men ten hours to build a wall, how long would it take four men to build 

           it?  * No time, the wall’s already built. 

Q13 .. How can u drop a raw egg onto a concrete floor without cracking it? * Any way you 

           want, concrete floors are very hard to crack. 
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That’s all for the December newsletter, friends! 
 

To any of our members not feeling the best or coping with difficulties – Get well soon 
and come back to us, we miss you! 

 
With Best Wishes for a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS and 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR to everyone. 
 

Warne Wilson, Newsletter editor, Maleny Men’s Shed Inc. Email 
warnew@bigpond.com 

 

A Memory from Christmas 2019 when we had a 
street party without Covid restrictions. 
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